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ABSTRACT 

The intent of this thesis work is to optimize the procedure of testing a 

microprocessor memory. The following work explains a way to optimize memory testing 

by implementing the Memory Test Option, In other words, by having the memory test 

patterns generated algorithmically, thereby, achieving a vast amount of pattern size 

reduction. The Memory Test Option enabled a compression ratio in the order of tens of 

thousands and freeing the precious resource of tester memory of other purposes. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The advent of monolithic electronic circuits and the subsequent developments in 

electronics have enabled microchips to be an integral part of present day human life. 

With the growth in technology, the need for devices that performed multiple functions 

also grew. The result was the development of a device that could be programmed to 

perform a variety of tasks. Microprocessors help to fill this role. 

I. I Background on Microprocessors 

Microprocessors are devices that can be programmed and are capable of 

executing programmed microinstructions to perform a broad range of tasks. They are 

often called the brain of a computer. They also have a variety of applications outside 

computers, namely as, process controllers, signal processors, signal routing devices and 

so on. With its diverse usage, microprocessors have evolved from simple digital circuits 

with registers and processing logic into ones with various extra features, like on-chip 

memory and extra floating-point processors. 

Speed of accessing data from externally attached memory disks is hundreds of 

times slower than the normal fimctioning speed of a processor. Hence to speed up this 

process, faster memory arrays are built inside the processor called Random Access 

Memory. There are two types of memory, namely. Static and Dynamic 

Decades after its invention, the microprocessor as a business, by itself, is worth 

hundreds of billions of dollars a year. The intense competition in business creates an 



ever-growing demand for increased speed, functionality, and high reliability. 

Competition makes the time to get a product to market a critical condition for its 

commercial success. The frequency of release of new products and the increasing 

complexity of products make reliability a matter of major concern in the semiconductor 

industry. Testing of products is the way of making sure they work. Stress testing with 

additional mathematical modeling can be used to estimate the lifetime of products and 

also to filter out early failures. 

Microprocessors, being complex electronic circuits, require strict test procedures 

to ensure proper fimctioning. Manufacturing inaccuracies are the main source of defects 

in products. A large percentage of failures encountered during testing are memory 

failures. As memory occupies a major area of a microprocessor, it has the largest 

probability of failure among its components. Hence, memory testing is an important area 

of semiconductor testing with special test methods and tests for specific parts of it. The 

purpose of on-chip memory is for temporary storage during the execution of an 

application Hence, during normal operation of a microprocessor there is no direct access 

to the SRAMs on the chip. 

1.2 Semiconductor Testing 

Testing for failures m embedded memory requires some features in the design of 

the processor called Design for Testability. This feature provides some additional 

operating modes for the processor and one of them is a Test Mode, which provides access 

to the otherwise inaccessible Embedded Memory. 



The conventional method of testing microelectronic circuits is done in two stages, 

wafer probing and post-packaged device testing. Wafers are tested for parametrics first 

and then for functionality. The good dies on a wafer and the ones that could be corrected 

are assembled into packaged devices. Post-packaged device testing involves both stress 

testing and characterization. 

Testers used commercially are an assembly of electrical and mechanical systems 

controlled by a computer. The control and the data signals for the electro-mechanical 

system are sent from the computer and can be controlled through the operating systems of 

the tester Based on the control signals from the computer, die electro-mechanical 

systems act as relays, electrical supplies and measuring devices to test packaged devices 

and wafers supplied by handlers. 

Testing embedded memory arrays require test programs with lengthy test patterns. 

Patterns are files containing the information about the status of the pins used for memory 

testing with both the state of input pins and the expected outputs on the output pins. In 

addition to providing the state of the pins, the test pattern also provides the clock and 

other timing information for executing the tests. To test a large memory array, in the 

order of 64k addresses, the test pattern can be as large as a megabyte of memory. 

As the resources available on a tester are limited, it is necessary to find a way to 

reduce the test pattern size. As the size of the memory to be tested is huge, the 

implementation of the pattern should be independent of the size of the memory being 

tested. 



This thesis work is aimed at providing a new implementation of memory testing 

in microprocessors with the test patterns generated algorithmically. Algorithmic Pattern 

Generation (APG) requires some extra features on the testers and having a test pattern 

executed algorithmically is an efficient way of conducting a memory test on a 

microprocessor. This document also provides the necessary background information on 

the test systems used and also the device on which the test is performed. 

This document is arranged in 5 chapters. A detailed description of the problem 

caused by the size of test pattern is presented in Chapter I!. A description of a possible 

way to make the pattern size independent of the size of the memory being tested is 

presented in Chapter III. Chapter IV describes the implementation of the solution 

discussed in Chapter III. Finally Chapter V discusses the results and the possible fiiture 

extension of this thesis work. 



CHAPTER II 

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 

With microprocessors becoming increasingly complex, test programs and the 

other resources required for testing increases enormously. The requirement of additional 

resources, when not satisfied, can increase test time and, hence, the time to market for a 

product. Some resources on the tester, namely memory available for storing patterns, and 

the speed of execution are inter-related and fixed for a specific tester Optimization of 

resources becomes an important criteria in reducing test time and hence the commercial 

success of the product. 

Microprocessors with cache memory have a high percentage of memory fails 

during testing. As memory occupies a major portion of the chip area, it becomes all the 

more Important to concentrate on memory testing and to optimize it. Faults in memory 

can be faulty select logic, faulty cells, unwanted contact between cells or an unwanted 

contact between a cell and other lines, including power and ground. Either the address or 

data pins of the memory or its memory cells can cause problems in a memory. Memory 

is a two dimensional array of similar cells with select logic. Testing memory involves 

doing the same procedure repeatedly over the entire array of memory cells. The test 

pattern specifies the state of the pins used for testing and die associated timing signals. 



2.1 Memory Tests 

To identify the various kinds of faults possible in a memory various test methods 

are used. Some of the tests used are Checkerboard pattern test, Increment/Decrement 

test. Walking I's and Walking O's test. 

2.1.1 Checkerboard Pattern 

This test is intended to detect faults caused by unwanted links between 

adjacent cells of a memory array. The test is conducted by first storing and then reading 

back A's and then 5's, in other words, populating adjacent memory cells with 1 and 0 

This test does not detect a fault caused by unwanted contacts between non-adjacent 

memory cells. The coverage of faults and more explanations on the test procedure are 

provided by Alfred L. Crouch [1] and Michael Barr [3]. 

2.1.2 Increment/Decrement Test 

This test is conducted by incrementing the content that is stored m memory cells 

as the address is incremented. A data value of 0 is stored in address 0; data value 1 is 

stored in address 1 and so on. This test covers fauhs caused by data pins and memory 

cells but does not detect a fault in the address pins. The same procedure is repeated by 

decrementing the address values from the maximum value. The coverage of faults and 

more explanafions on the test procedure are provided by Alfred L. Crouch [I] and 

Michael Barr [3]. 



2.1.3 WalkmRPs and IsTest 

A Walking 1 's test is conducted by shifting the data left once for every increment 

in address value. The starting data is LSB 1 and the remaining hits as O ŝ. The 1 is 

shifted left for every write. The procedure is repeated to cover the entire address space 

and the procedure is repeated with a 0 instead of a 1. This test detects a shorted or an 

open wire. The coverage of faults and more explanations on the test procedure are 

provided by Alfred L. Crouch [I] and Michael Barr [3]. 

As a lot of memory faults are caused by unwanted contact between cells and lines, 

the method to test them is by having 0 and 1 put in the suspected adjacent cells and test 

the influence of value of one cell on another. As the neighboring cells have a greater 

probability of having an unwanted contact, storing alternate 0 and 1 in them and reading 

back the stored values help identifying the faulty conditions, if any. The paper by Don 

Troha provides more information on the memory faults on a processor and the test 

procedures to be used on a production environment [2]. 

2.2 6N Algorithm 

Many existing programs test the L2Cache on a microprocessor by writing and 

reading back a checkerboard pattern of alternate Os and 1 s. The 6N algorithm that is used 

in this pattern has 6 passes, namely, 

1. Writings. 

2. Reading 5, 

3. Writing A, 



4. Reading A, 

5. Writings, 

6. Reading 5. 

Of these 6 passes, passes 2,3 and 4 are executed in a single step. The 6N 

algorithm has a sequence of write and read passes. Each of the passes is executed over 

the enfire memory array that is being tested. For example, pass 1, involves "writing 5" in 

all the memory cells of the memory unit and only after that the next step is executed. In 

implementing a step, a block of test vectors and micro-program is needed. After the first 

step is executed, the passes 2, 3 and 4 are executed in a single step. Executing multiple 

passes in a single step means to execute die passes 2, 3 and 4 for a memory cell before 

proceeding to the next address. This test provides coverage for faults caused by adjacent 

data bus lines that are either shorted or struck at a fixed position, high or low. But this 

test cannot detect a fault caused by shorted non-adjacent cells. 

Implementing the test procedure described above requires vectors with nearly all 

the pins but the address pins in the same state and the address pins referring to different 

addresses. The vectors differ by just the addresses they refer to and the whole process is 

repeated to cover the entire memory array. Hence, the test pattem is a huge file of similar 

vectors with only the address bits changed. 



2.3 Tester Internals 

2.3.1 Operating Svstem 

The operating system on the tester compiles the test program and executes it. If 

needed, inputs for a test are gathered from test patterns and the results are passed back to 

the patterns for inferring the results Special drivers installed on the computer control 

and operate the relays and supplies on the tester to do the actual testing. 

2.3.2 Tester-User Interface 

A tester has '^ Test User Interface through which the test program can be 

developed and executed. A test program specifies the procedure to test devices and also 

the parameters of the test procedure. The test program is sub-divided Into test 

procedures, which are program blocks to test a logical or a physical unit of a device under 

test. The test program specifies test parameters and the expected value of test results. 

The result of a test is usually a Boolean value obtained from comparing the expected and 

the actual values of a test. When the test involves a large number of input pins with a 

huge amount of input data, an external file with the state of the pms, called a Pattem, is 

used. 

2-3.3 Test Pattem 

A pattem is a file with the inputs and expected outputs on the pins used for the 

particular test. Testers consider pattem files as data files providing data for the test for 

every clock cycle of the test period. Test programs access the Informafion from the 



pattems every cycle and run the test Hence as patterns do not have a method of 

execution of their own, no amount of programmability is available in executing a pattem. 

A typical pattern for memory test occupies about a megabyte of memory. A tester has a 

space allotted to store programs and patterns. Testers have different modes of operation. 

For example, die LTX Fusion tester has two modes of operation VX250 and VX500. 

The modes represent the speed of operation of the tester The VX500 mode widi die 

operating speed of 500MHz has 16MB of pattem memory. Each mode has a specific 

speed of operation and memory available. The relationship between the two is, with 

increased speed of operation, the memory available decreases. Hence, when testing a 

faster device the available memory for storing programs and patterns is less. Typically, 

the memory available in a tester is 16MB Of the total available memory of 16MB for 

storing a program and pattems, the memory test pattems for the L2Cache alone could 

occupy a considerable chunk of it. 

2.4 Device Under Test 

The device used in this thesis for analysis and testing is a 64bit microprocessor 

running at a maximum clock speed of 560MHz. The processor is designed based on 

RISC architecture and used in a rack mountable server for telecommunication 

applicafions. It has a built-m L2cache of 512 KB for temporary storage. The 

microprocessor has a separate mode of operation for memory testing, namely, the 

RAMTEST mode. 



2.4.1 RAMTEST Mode 

In tills mode, die address and the data lines from different buses are combined to 

form a bus that is used exclusively for memory testing or RAMTEST mode. The data 

transfer in this mode is 72 bits. 

RAMTEST mode employs a set of 35 pms while the total available pins on the 

device is over 1000. The pattems have to specify the state of all 1000 pins. With a major 

number of the pins being static, the size of the pattem is larger than needed. As 

explained earlier, the 6 passes required for the specific 6N test requires 6 vectors or 

statements. As the statements have to be repeated to cover the entire 64k addresses, the 

vectors in a pattem are all similar except for the addresses they refer to. Hence the size 

of the pattem is due to the number of addresses it covers rather than the test logic. 

The size of the memory test pattem occupying such a major area limits the free 

memory for other tests. As only 35 of the signals are used for RAMTEST mode and the 

rest are all held constant at a value that does not affect the execution of the 

microprocessor during the RAMTEST mode. As the test pattem has to define the state of 

all the signals, the state of signals that are not part of the test, still have to be defined. 

The same constant values for these signals repeat over and over again for every cycle of 

execution increasing the pattem size This problem can be avoided by having the signals 

removed from the test pattem and having a new SignalHeader for the test SignalHeader 

defines the signals to be used in a test and the signals that are part of the device but not 

used in a particular test. The list of signals that are not used in a test can be defined as 

'Static,' meaning, the signals are not to be used and hence are not be defined in the test 



pattem. Having declared tiie signals just once in the header and not in every clock cycle 

reduces the size of the test pattern. 

From the description above, it can be inferred that the size of the test pattem is 

because of its dependence on the size of the memory being tested. If the implementation 

of the pattern is changed to make it independent of the size of the memory array then the 

size of the pattem file can be controlled. Such a reduction is possible, if the 

implementafion of the test logic (passes 1 to 6) are written once and used repeatedly to 

cover the entire memory array. This needs some programmability on the test vectors 

and needs algorithmic pattem execution. As explained earlier, testers use pattems as input 

data files to mn test programs and to decide the test results. To have the pattems 

executed algorithmically, in other words, to have programmability in pattems, a feature 

to first compile and execute the pattems first thereby expanding them before running the 

test program. This feature is not available on the current testers employed in production. 



CHAPTER III 

THEORETICAL SOLUTION 

To make test patterns small, test vectors need to be programmed. Only through 

programmability, is the repeated execution of a test vector possible The algoritiimic 

execution of a test pattern is possible if that special feature is available on a tester. 

3.1 LTX Fusion Test Systems 

LTX Fusion test systems, new kinds of testers, are the only testers capable of 

testing a System-On-a -Chip. A System-On-a- Chip, is a circuit, which can have Digital, 

Mixed Signal, and RF circuits as its components. The Fusion test systems have special 

features to test Embedded Memory Systems, a part of which enables the algorithmic 

generation and execution of test pattems. The Memory Test Option (MTO) along with 

Algorithmic Pattem Generation (APG) is used to implement the test pattem size 

reduction. 

To implement the Algorithmic Pattern generation and execution, the LTX testers 

have extra hardware namely, extra registers and a special type of memory and memory 

access instmctions. There are two types of memory on the LTX system for pattem 

storage, Data Pattem Memory (DPM) and the Control Pattem Memory (CPM). The 

CPM has special memory access microinstmctions that can be written as a part of test 

vectors that provide some programmability to the executton of the test vectors. One of 

the additional instmctions that is provided as part of CPM memory is: 



REPEAT XX 

The CPM insttiictions enable a vector to be repeatedly executed through the " 

REPEAT XX " insttiictions. This microinstmction at the end of a vector enables that 

particular vector to be repeatedly executed a prescribed number of times 

3.2 Microinstmctions 

The microinstmction set has 3 counters. The contents of the counters can be used 

to implement a loop and also to branch both conditionally and unconditionally. There are 

flags that can be set to make a conditional branch of confrol among vectors of a pattem. 

Various microinstmctions that are part of this set are: 

LC<counter no> <data to be loaded> 

INC<counter no> 

DC<counter no> 

JMP <label> 

JMPZ <label> 

JNZ <label> 

COND <counter no> 

The Load Counter or the LC statements load the value to a counter. There are 3 

counters with one of them. Counter 1 having its own STACK for temporary storage of its 

contents during branching. The contents of a counter can be incremented or decremented 

using the INC or DC statements. The COND determines which of the counters mentioned 

is to be used while conditional branching. When a sequence of COND statements is used. 



tiie last statement takes precedence over others. JMPZ and JNZ statements branch based 

on the value of the counter directed by the COND statement. The jump condition can be 

either a zero value on a counter or a non-zero value. This set of statements with flags can 

be used to program the execution of a block of vectors. 

The extra registers provided as a part of an Algoritiimic Pattem Generator can be 

used to store, update and manipulate data or address part of a test vector. The APG has 

various microinstmctions to manipulate tiie contents of registers and add 

programmability to the test vector. The registers can be loaded with a value through the 

shift-in operation and can be updated through an increment or decrement operation. The 

APG system gives the capability to replace a part of the vector representing either a data 

or address with the contents of a register, thereby, enabling reuse of a test vector. The 

actual mechanism and the details of the procedure are explained later in the chapter after 

providing a brief outline of the LTX Fusion Envision++ operating environment. 

Envision++ is the Graphical user environment provided as a part of Fusion test 

systems that aids in test development. This object-based test-programming environment 

has a number of tools bundled together to cover many aspects of test program 

development, maintenance and reusability. The programming environment being object-

oriented helps in externalizing the value of test parameters from the test procedures. In 

other words, standard test procedures can be written independent of the device to be 

tested and can be reused for a different but similar device with the parameters replaced 

appropriately. For example, a test procedure can be written to test the parametrics of 

input voltage and output current, with the voltage levels programmed in an external data 



stmcture. The same procedure can be reused for a different device with just the data 

stmcture replaced. 

3.3 Tools 

As mentioned earlier, the Envision++ system is a package with a lot of test related 

tools bundled together. This thesis work will address a part of the package that was used 

for this project. The tools to be discussed are: 

Test Tool, 

Flow Tool, 

Memory Tool, 

Wave Cell Tool, 

Bitmap Tool. 

3.3.1 Test Tool 

A snapshot of the test tool for the memory test is shown below in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3,1 Test Tool 

Test Tool is the basic tool of the package where the test procedures are written. 

Some of the generally used tests have pre-written test procedures provided with Test 

Tool. The parameters of tests can either be populated through a pre-defined data 

stmcture called Masks or can be individually assigned. During parametric testing, 

voltage and current levels of MIN, TYP, MAX can be defined as 3 different arrays and 

can be used on three different instances of the same test procedure. 



3.3.2 Flow Tool 

The figure 3.2 shows a snapshot of the flow tool for the memory test. 

_ _ __ FjowToolo rPHANLTXAX^JTamahngveagerhead ] 

Figure 3.2 Flow Tool 

Flow is a sequence of various tests arranged one after the other to achieve a 

logical result. Based on dependencies among tests they arc accordingly arranged. 

otherwise, tests are arranged hased on the probability of occurrence of failure. Tests with 

higher failure percentage are tested first. Sometimes the results of a test can be used in a 



test figuring later in the list. Different test procedures, such as, Multiprobing of wafers, 

Pre-Bum, Post-Bum and Low Temperature tests, have different sequence of tests, 

3.3.3 Memory Tool 

The Memory Tool describes tiie architecture of the memory to be tested. The tool 

defines the lines that are to be used as the address and data bus to access memory. 

During the memory test, the lines from different buses are selected to form a bus 

exclusively used for the test. Memory Tool defines the address and the data bus for 

memory test with the information about the number of lines, their significance and the 

row and column addresses. The definitions made in Memory Tool are used later to 

present the defect results in a graphical form. 

The registers provided with the system are used to store the addresses of the 

memory location to be accessed. The MTO has internal variables to denote the 

addresses, variables 'X' for row address and 'Y' for column address. The row portion of 

tiie address from register XF is stored in X and from YF is stored in F. This division of 

row and column addresses aids in having a two-dimensional representation of the results 

of the test. 

3.3.4 Wave Cefl Tool 

The values stored in the registers are applied to tiie vectors by using the Wave 

Cell Tool. In the Wave Cell Tool, waveforms and tiie alias character used to represent 

the waveform in the test vector are defined. For example, the alias character 'H' can be 



used to represent a Voltage Drive High and a '0 ' for Voltage Strobe Low. Similarly, an 

alias character can be defined for the data populated from a register. Data from the 

registers and tiie memory tool are used to represent the row and the column address for a 

memory cell. 

3.3.5 Bitmap Tool 

After the memory test is executed, the results of the tests are presented with the 

Bittnap tool. This tool uses definitions made in tiie memory tool and obtains the test 

results from the test tool and presents tiie results in an easily understandable manner. The 

reason for having a separate tool to plot the results is that, by having the results in the 

form of a graph, trends in failure can be analyzed. If the trend in failure suggests a 

particular fault being repeated in all the devices, then, it could be a fault with the mask or 

some other manufacturing defect that could be corrected. Hence to analyze test results in 

a manufacturing process, the Bitmap tool is very useful. 

The Envision-H- environment with the set of tools can be used to develop test 

flow and apply the tests to a device under production settings. When a device is tested in 

a production environment, the tests are organized as a Pass/Fail tests, in other words, the 

devices that fail a test are not studied further. As tins test methodology is new, it requires 

a verification experhnent to ensure its validity. A test mn is to be arranged on a sample 

of devices and the test results on them are compared with tiie results from the existing 

non-APG method of implementation. 



CHAPTER IV 

IMPLEMENTATION OF MEMORY TEST OPTION 

4.1 L2Cache Architecture 

Before discussing the implementation of the test pattern, it is necessary to discuss 

tiie structure of the L2Cache. The L2Cache is arranged in the form of 4 sub-arrays and 

each sub-array addresses 16k locations. In memory test mode, the transactions are 72 bits 

with a 64-bit data transfer and an 8-bits of parity; the total size of the L2Cache is 512k. 

The array is set-associative. A set-associative cache is one in which the data to be 

stored temporarily is stored in addresses tiiat are partially the original address of tiie 

memory location from where it is fetched. If the permanent memory address has n bits 

and the address part of the cache has m (n>m) bits, the array of 2^m locations is a set. 

Hence to cover the memory of 2'̂ n addresses, the set-associative cache has 2'̂ (n-m) sets. 

Each 'set' addresses from 0 to 2'̂ m - 1 The sets have tags or addresses of sets having n-

m bits. This type of addressing the cache helps to increase the efficiency of the cache 

memory over a Direct Mapped Cache (n=m). 

4.2 Clock Stmcture 

Having discussed the stiiicture of cache memory, the next important thing is clock 

stmcture of the device. Based on the clock, the device can operate in three modes. In tiie 

PLLBYPASS mode, the device operates at the same frequency as tiie clock, CLKA, 

provided by the tester. In other words, the internal clock frequency is the same as the 



clock supplied through the test pattem. In this mode, the clock signal derived from the 

oscillator of the circuit is ignored and the clock provided by the tester is used. The other 

two modes of operation PLLLOCKl and PLLL0CK2 uses the clock stmcture of tiie 

device. The PLLLOCKl and PLLL0CK2 operate at twice the frequency of CLKA. 

Starting with the test pattem, the type of the pattem has to be defined. This test 

pattem is of type CPM, referring to the Control Pattem Memory. Defining a pattem to be 

a CPM pattern adds some programmability to the test pattem. With the Memory tool, the 

description of the address bus for the test mode and the various signals and their 

significance are specified. The name of the Memory tool object is •'L2Cache." 

Next step in the implementation of the pattem is to define the SignalHeader. The 

Signal Header defines which of tiie signals or tiie inpuf output lines of the devices are 

used for this test. The state of all the signals are to be defined in a test pattern, hence, the 

Signal Header is defined so tiiat the signals that are not used as a part of tiie test are 

defined as STATIC and are assigned a value that is constant during the entire test period. 



Table 4.1 RAMTEST mode signals 

SIGNAL NAME 

ram test 

mem_casj [0], 

mem_addr_b[2:01. 

meni_addr_a [12:1] 

m e m a d d r b [5:3] 

mem addr a [0] 

mem_addr_b [9:6] 

mem_addr_b [10] 

mem_addr_b [11] 

DESCRIPTION 

If M' sets the operating mode of the chip to be RAMTEST, 

otherwise, the chip is in the normal operating mode 

This group of signals represents the ADDRESS BUS [15:0] 

with the mem_cas J [0] being the MSB and the mem_addr_a 

[1] being the LSB. The ADDRESS BUS is formed only for 

the RAMTEST mode. 

BYTE SELECTS, used to select a byte from tiie 64 bits of 

data accessed. For an L2Cache 000 selects bits 63:56 and 

111 selects bits 7:0 of the staging register. 

PARITY BYTE SELECTS, transfers data from parity byte 

of the staging register and mem_cs_l [7-0] and vice versa. 

This signal is used only for the L2Cache portion of the 

SRAM, 

RAM_ID, tiie bit mem_addr_b[9] identifies tiie L2Cache 

1000 refers to the L2$ Data. 

Data In, the strobe is to be made high one cycle prior to the 

tester driving the data. It enables 1 byte of data ttansfer. 

WRITE enables transfer of 72 bits (64 bits of data + 8 parity 

bits) of data from the staging register to tiie SRAM location. 



Table 4,1 Continued 

SIGNAL NAME 

memaddr b [12] 

mcm_csj [7-.0] 

DESCMPTION 

READ enables transfer of data from the SRAM location to 

mem_cs_l [7-.0] after 6 or 7 cycles. 

DATA BUS for the RAMTEST mode. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the implementation of the 6N algorithm is 

done in the tester specific pattern format. The procedure is divided into 6 steps of Write 

5, Read 5, Write A, Read A, Write 5, Read 5. After the test pattem is compiled and 

verified free of errors, the test pattem is added as an input to the memory test. Memory 

test is a standard, pre-defined test available with the test program package with test 

pattem and memory description as inputs. The description of the L2Cache is provided 

using the Memory tool. The resulting test resuhs are stored in the internal registers The 

bitmap tool uses these results and the resulting failure bitmaps are displayed. 

The memory test after completion and compilation is ready to be used on a 

device. The verification experiment on a sample of devices is to be ran and the failure 

bitmaps are to be captared. This resuh is to be compared with the results from the 

existing non-APG program. 

The non-APO program produces a data log when a device is tested. The data log 

has device id, tests conducted on the device, its results and various other information in it. 

If a device fails a test, the various parameters that influence the test result are Usted and 

the test flow is aborted. In the case of memory tests, the data log has the vector and the 



a script that compares the vector location on the test pattern identifies the memory cell 

with the fault. 

4.3 Verification Experiment 

To verify the validity of the test pattem developed, an experiment was conducted. 

First to study the results a batch of 15 devices were tested and the results were observed 

as pass/fail. The devices used for this experiment were all known to be good devices that 

were used as correlation devices for other experiments. The devices when tested through 

the new program resulted as 'pass' or good devices. 

With the initial results, to study the results of tire test pattem in detail, a batch of 5 

devices that were known to have memory failures from the non-APG test program were 

selected. The devices when tested using the non-APG pattem resulted in memory failure. 

The data logs that were generated from the program provided the address of the memory 

cells that failed the memory test. 

Correlation devices were first run through the non-APG memory test program and 

the results of the test observed. The data logs from the tester were extracted and were 

provided as inputs to a Perl script that prints the addresses of failed cells The results of 

memory test performed on the new APG program was observed through the failure 

bitmaps generated through bitmap tool. 

Of the 5 devices tested, two of tiie devices failed with similar failure bitinaps 

showing failure cells. The 3 other devices did not have similar failure resuUs from tiie 2 

methods. Though both the test methods yield a resuh of FAIL on mnning the tests, the 



methods. Though both the test methods yield a result of FAIL on running the tests, the 

actual failure mechanism and hence the failure bihnaps do not match. The failure 

bitmaps ftom the bitmap tool show a failed resuh but the bitmaps do not indicate a failed 

cell. Another concern over the implementation of APG in Fusion testers is that the 

results of the experiment are not entirely repeatablc. 

The correlation devices used for the experiment are referred to as Units 1 to 5, As 

mentioned earlier two of these devices (Umt 2 and Unit 5) showed similar failure 

mechanisms from both the test methodologies. The failure bitmaps obtained through the 

Fusion MTO test procedure are listed below. 

4.3.1 Failure Bitmaps from Unit 2 and Unit 5 

The devices referred as Unit 2 and Umt 5 on testing with the APG pattem produce 

the failure bitmaps shown below. The memory cells are indicated in green and the failed 

cells are indicated in red. The bitmap represents the cells arranged in the order of their 

logical addresses. The failure bitmaps for the Units 2 and 5 are shown in Figures 4.1 and 

4.2. 



Figure 4.1 Failure Bltinap from Unit 2 
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Figure 4.2 Failure Bitmap from Unit 5 



4.3.2 Failure Bitmaps from Umt 1, Umt 3 and Unit 4 

The failure bitmap for Untt 1 is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Failure Bitmap from Unit 1 

The devices Unit 1, Unit 3 and Unit 4 showed similar resuhs. The failure bitmap 

showed a single red block, which when zoomed does not show a cell failed for the 

memory test. The devices, though they fail the memory test, do not show any cell level 

failure. It may be inferred from these devices that the failure is not in a cell but in the 

logic associated with the memory. 

4-3.3 Repeated Trials 

With the resuhs from the verification experiment not meeting the expected results 

of failing at the addresses known from the older test methodology, repeated trials of tiie 

experiment on tiie MTO test pattem was conducted to verify tiie accuracy of the results. 

3 repeated trials of tiie above experiment were conducted. The experiment yielded results 



that varied from one trial to another The device marked as Unit 1 even passed the 

memory test in one of the trials. The non-repeatability of the experiments is one of the 

main concerns on the experiment. This suggests more analysis and testing is needed to 

verily the test pattem's vailidity. The test results from both the metiiods are compared in 

tiie Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Comparison of test results from the two test methods. 

Device 

Unit 1 

Unit 2 

Unit 3 

Unit 4 

Units 

Result from non-

APG test pattern 

Memory Failure at a 
specific address 

Memory Failure at a 
specific address 

Memory Failure at a 
specific address 

Memory Failure at a 
specific address 

Memory Failure at a 
specific address 

Result from APG test pattern 

Memory failure not repeatable. 

Memory Failure with failed 
memory cell as shown in 

bitmap. 
Memory Fail with no cell 

indicated as failed. 
Memory failure not repeatable. 

Memory Failure with failed 
memory cell as shown in 

bitmap. 

4.3.4 Additional Work 

The non-repeatability of the verification experiment suggested that some part of 

the memory test procedure is faulted. The faulty results could be caused by any of the 

tools associated witii the memory test not configured properly. To understand better, if 

the problem is with the tools and to localize the problem, a test pattem was written to 

apply the 6N algorithm to the addresses, the devices were known to fail This pattem, 

though did not cover the entire address space, still was implemented the same way the 

MTO pattem was executed. On testing the devices with the new pattem, the resulting 
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waveform when observed through the waveform capture tool appeared to be of a good 

device. When tested at the memory cell that was supposed to fail, the devices passed. 

The experiment with the test pattem implemented as non-APG pattem did not help 

localizing the problem. 

4.3.5 Debugging Effort and New Results 

As a failure in the test procedure could not be localized to the test pattem, the test 

program execution was to be debugged to identify the problem. In addition to the test 

pattern, the test program contains the memory object and the levels object with the 

voltage values for performing the test. The memory object describes just the part of 

memory that is tested using that particular test. The levels object defines the voltage 

values for all the input signals on the device, including the voUages that are not part of 

the lest. On examining the voltage values on the levels object, an error in the 

specification of the PLLBYPASS signal was found. This signal specifies whether the 

device operates in the PLLMODE or in the PLLBYPASS mode. After correcting this 

error in the levels object, the experiment was performed again. The results of the 

experiment are tabulated in the Table 4.3. 



Table 4.3 Comparisons of test results 

Ĵo. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

VEGA NON-HTO 

Type 

Single 

Single 

Single 

Single 

Single 

Single 

Address 

53635 

64538 

41821 

39295 

39026 

30140 

Signal 

MEMCSLO 

MEMCSLO 

MEMCSLO 

MEMCSL7 

MEMCSLO 

MEMCSL7 

LTX NON-MTO 

Type 

Single 

Multiple 

Single 

Single 

Single 

Single 

Address 

53635 

64538, 

64539 

41821 

39295 

39026 

30140 

Signal 

MEMCSLO 

MEMCSLO 

MEMCSLO 

MEMCSL7 

MEMCSLO 

MEHCSL7 

LTX MTO 

Type 

Single 

Single 

Single 

Single 

Single 

Single 

Address 

53635 

54538 

41821 

39295 

39026 

30140 

Signal 

MEMCSLO 

MEMCSLO 

MEMCSLO 

MEMCSL7 

MEMCSLO 

MEMCSL7 

Multiple failures on Device 2 Obtained through LTX NONJVITO are identified 

as wrong. It is caused by additional strobes provided during the dead cycles. These 

strobes need to be removed. 

4.4 Test Pattem Compression 

As to the main purpose of the thesis, the reduchon in size of test pattem, the size 

of the APG pattem was indeed very small when compared to the original pattem size. 

The implementation of the Memory Test Option helped achieve a reduction in the pattem 

size in the order of 10000. The initial test pattem size of when compressed and stored 

was 1 MB. This pattem when implemented using the APG resulted in a 194-line pattem 

file measuring 11.7 KB. The reduction in pattem size can be observed from the table 4,4 
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file measuring 11.7 KB. The reduction in pattern size can be observed from the Table 

4.4. 

Table 4.4 Changes in pattem size 

Pattern Type 
APG pattern 

NonAPG pattern 

Size 
11.7 KB 
>1MB 

(in compressed format) 

Lines of code 
194 hnes 

>l 00,000 lines 
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